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August 1992, Sega changed the arcade scene forever, as Sega turned on the green light for the true start of the polygon race.  By now legendary 
for his racing titles, Yu Suzuki headed AM2 at Sega and developed Virtua Racing.   
 
When released, this was the first arcade game most of us saw using polygons in a serious fashion.  It was a fast, competitive and great game.  
The guts of this machine was designed from the ground up to be used for polygon graphics.  Running on the newly developed Model 1 board, 
Virtua Racing (VR) pushed upto 180,000 polygons per second.  The car, tracks and scenery were like nothing seen before.  A high frame rate 
was achieved and graphics far far smoother than seen before.  Though not the first with link-up cabinets, this game sold so well, it was likely 
the first link-up game for many people and certainly a great leap forward for multiplayer racing.  It was however the first game to use a 16:9 
screen ratio—long before anyone was buying such television screens for home use. 
 
Owing to the polygonal based graphics, this was the first game to offer the player multiple camera views of the vehicle.  Sega helped promote 
the game using this new technology by offering a ‘spectator video’ of the ongoing game (using a further model 1 board).  This helped draw 
crowds and ensured that the money spent on technology was not wasted.  This setup was sold as Virtua Formula, the eight player full size de-
luxe cabinet versions as shown in the above flyer.  Very clever indeed.   
 
Whilst there was polygonal racing games on the PC in 1992, they were quite literally light years away from this game which honestly made all 
earlier arcade and home racing games redundant.   Since release of this game, arcade manufacturers spent years in the ‘polygon race’ as it was 
sometimes known.  Each arcade flyer successively boasted the new and improved number of polygons being pushed around the screen and it 
wasn’t until years later than the public came to grasp that higher polygon counts is only half a solution—the shading/textures, and filtering of 
the textures obviously being rather important too!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You would be hard pressed to know it, but Yu Suzuki has been on record to say that the finished game had 130 different parameters affecting 
the handling.  The Mega-Drive conversion was only said to be shifting about 3000-5000 polygons/second.  Even the Saturn conversaion was un-
satisfactory—about 15-20 fps, with unresponsive play and lots of pop up. 

Enjoy the excitement of racing as you watch the Wide 
Vision Monitor ! 
 

A Wide Vision Monitor which has the same screen size 
ratio (horizontal / vertical) as the much talked about High-
Vision type is adopted, thus allowing for a faithful 
simulation of ‘real’ scenery and the actual feel of speed. 
 

Fantastic CG power processing 180K polygons per minute! 
 

The Newly developed CG Board permits smooth 3-D 
processing different from the conventional kind, to be 
reproduced, enabling the female customers, beginners 
and avid fans to experience the maximum thrill in 
simulated driving realism. 

The Virtua Button lets  you select from 
among 4 perspectives ! 
 
By operating this button, enjoy 4 different 
perspectives as seen from a position high 
above… to that as viewed from the driver’s 
eyes. 

Select one from among the 3 
courses available (BEGINNER, 
MEDIUM, EXPERT) 

Seat position adjustment button 

Cabinet with a lifelike cockpit! 
 

Due to the adoption of an authentic 
driver’s seat and a butterfly shaped 
shift system, not to mention the 
colorful appearance, it’s guaranteed to 
attrack the attention of the young in 
particular. 
 

Experience a G-force sensation with 
the High Response Drive System! 
 

The special Air Drive System incorpo-
rated in the seat permits players to 
feel the G-force working sideways 
when the machine turns a corner at 
high speed...a feature that is sure to 
give you the ultimate in videogame 
fun. 

 

V.R. button 

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY AND STATE OF THE ART GRAPHIC PROCESSING  
REPRODUCES AN ULTRA-AUTHENTIC RACING ATMOSPHERE ! 

    

       Conventional Monitor ( 4:3 ) 

                               
 Wide Vision Monitor ( 16:9 ) 

 

           Note Numerals in the parentheses indicate the  

                     horizontal/vertical size ratio. 

A newly developed CG BD is incorporated ! 


